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Another great choice for unlocking
without data loss is using Google Play
gift card service. Using this method,
you need to log on to Google Play,
make sure you have a Google Play
card and download this Android
Password Recovery from Google Play.
After installing the software, you need
to set up your email address in the
required fields on the software's main
window. Select the "Recovery Mode"
or "Lock Screen" depending on what
method you want to use and open the
Google Play Password Recovery
screen on your phone's home screen.
If you have a rooted Samsung Galaxy
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J7 and you want to turn off the device
for a while, this is a great method of
locking your device without screen
unlock. First, download the files you
need from the Internet and copy them
to the phone's root-only. Then create
a file named Auto.Fatal. The following
is a sample Auto.Fatal file that will
lock your phone for 60 seconds after
20 tries. You need to know the screen
lock info in order to get the su files, if
you dont, you can proceed to step 8
below. If you have a lost your screen
lock info, the su files will be deleted
and you should be able to recover all
your data easily. Magisk is a fantastic
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root manager tool on Android devices.
Without installing Magisk Root, users
will not be able to su and install a
custom recovery. Magisk is a rooted
version of su and Magisk can be
installed on Galaxy J7 2017 with root
permission. So you will get another
layer to secure the phone. If the
recovery is factory locked, users will
be able to unlock the device in the
next step. Step 1.Download the Magis
k](http://www.curiostime.com/downloa
d-magisk-tool-binary-for-android-
phones-and-tablets/) from the URL
above. Once download completed,
open the folder containing the Magisk
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file and copy the contents to the
phone. Use a file manager like aadb,
Astro or WinDir to browse it.
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